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goal was to establish the mean audiogram and variance within a
subset of animals, thus defining what wild belugas hear and
examining how sound sensitivities may differ between
individuals. Hearing was measured rapidly and non-invasively
using auditory evoked potentials, in the frequency range 2-150
kHz. Although all audiograms showed a typical-U shape,
substantial variation (>40 dB) was found between the most and
least sensitive thresholds. All belugas tested could hear well up
to at least 128kHz, and two heard up to 150kHz, exceptionally
high for belugas. Regions of 'best' hearing(< 60 dB) were
found between 22-100 kHz, showing generally broad
sensitivity. No male-female differences were seen. Composite
audiograms of highest and lowest thresholds present a novel
means to address the sensitivity differences. These, data double
the hearing measures of belugas and provides novel data for
wild odontocetes. Belugas audiograms show significant
variation but less than that of bottlenose dolphins suggesting
differences between populations or species and the need to
collect comparative data on new species. While generally
sensitive, the hearing variability among belugas suggests that
multiple measures are needed to properly describe the
maximum sensitivity and population variance for these and
other odontocetes.
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Odontocetes use sound for vital biological functions such as
foraging, navigation and communication and hearing is
considered their primary sensory modality. Establishing
hearing abilities is vital to understanding a species' acoustic
ecology and to predict the impacts of increasing anthropogenic
noise. Yet, we know little regarding the hearing of most
species; for those measured, data are typically from single
individuals in a zoological setting. Hearing variations within
wild species or populations are essentially unknown. Here we
present the hearing abilities of 7 wild beluga whales. Data were
collected in a capture-release event in Bristol Bay, AK. The
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